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 Read more

 Our new website brings a lot of added value to the members of BASL.

 Launch new website BASL
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 Read more

 The result of the vision document ‘Belgium 2030 hepatitis-free’. Consult it here in Dutch and French.

 Belgium hepatitis free in 2030
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 Read more

 The next BASL steering committee will be elected by all BASL members.

 BASL steering committee 2025-2028 elections
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 Read more

 Next BASL Winter Meeting and Liver Course: November 29th and 30th.

 BASL Winter Meeting and Liver Course 2024
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 Read more

 This annual high mass of Belgian Hepatology was again a wonderful learning and networking experience.

 BASL Winter Meeting 2023 pictures
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 Read more

 All Winter Meeting 2023 presentations in the memberzone.

 BASL Winter Meeting 2023 presentations
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 When you visit any web site, it may store or retrieve information on your browser, mostly in the form of cookies. This information might be about you, your preferences or your device and is mostly used to make the site work as you expect it to. The information does not usually directly identify you, but it can give you a more personalized web experience. Because we respect your right to privacy, you can choose not to allow some types of cookies. Click on the different category headings to find out more and change our default settings. However, blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience of the site and the services we are able to offer.
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